The Guardian
“Adding Caddy to the CC Holder” - Steps 10-17
Step 10) Cut a piece of Soft & Stable EXACTLY
8 1/4” tall X 5” wide.
Now place it on the wrong side of your CC
Holder in muslin so there’s 3/4” of muslin edge
showing beyond the Soft & Stable edges. .
Baste it in place close to each long Soft & Stable
edge.

Step 11) Peel your invisible magnetic snap apart and place one
side magnetized side UP on the right side of your CC Holder in
muslin.

3 1/4”

1 1/8”

Step 12) Now place your Outer Caddy (with the curved top edge)
wrong-side DOWN on the right side of your CC Holder in muslin
(sandwiching your mag snap in between the layers). Base side
edges of Caddy in place.

The marked center of your snap should be 1 1/8” from the top
curved edge and 3 1/4” from each long side edge.
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Step 13a) You’ll need two 9” X 1 3/4” lining strips for this step.
Place each strip right-sides together along the notched side
edges of your Caddy. Stitch 1/4” from aligned side edges, then
press each strip away from your Caddy.

Step 13b) Flip unit right-sides DOWN on table. If any of the
lining strip fabric is extending beyond the muslin edges of
your CC Holder, trim the excess away. Now baste edges
together for next step.

Step 14) Now press CC Holder and lining
strip edges over onto the Soft & Stable
side. Pin in place to secure.
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Step 15) After pressing over the long side edges of
your CC Holder in exterior 5/8” (wrong –sides together), align the top curved edges with those of your CC
Holder in muslin. Stitch 1/4” from edges, then clip
curve, trim seam, flip over top edge and press flat.
DO NOT topstitch just yet.

Step 17a) Here’s how it should look on the lining side when the
zipper is inserted and pinned in place.
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Step 17) After pressing over the top edges of your 2 zippers, insert a zipper in between each set of pressed CC
Holder edges. Pin in place.

Step 17b) You’ll want to have about 1/4” of zipper edge
extending beyond the pressed edges of your CC Holder as
shown.
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Step 17c) Once your happy with the placement of your zippers, carefully stitch close to fabric edge on both sides of
CC Holder AND along top edge. (Make sure you catch the
underlying lining in this stitching too!)
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